Promiscuity of translocation partners in multiple myeloma.
Multiple myeloma (MM) is characterized by karyotypic instability, including chromosomal translocations involving the IGH locus. MM cells display a promiscuity of translocation partners, only some of which are recurrent. We propose that several factors, including temporal and spatial nuclear positioning of potential partner loci, "off-target" IGH diversification mechanisms, and aberrant repair pathways contribute to the promiscuity of translocation partners in MM. We speculate that in MM, IGH diversification processes [V(D)J recombination, somatic hypermutation, and class switch recombination] in B cells may not be restricted to specific stages of B-cell development or within specific immune tissues, but may occur in different temporal "windows." Before or during MM evolution, off-target activities of the enzymes involved in IGH modification processes may contribute to the generation of double-strand breaks (DSB) in translocation partner loci. In the parent B cells from which MM originates, spatial proximity within the nucleus of IGH and potential translocation partners contributes to the selection of a translocation partner and the clinical frequency at which a specific translocation occurs. The spatial proximity of IGH and specific translocation partners may be temporal and contribute not only to partner selection but also to the promiscuity of partners seen in MM. Lastly, aberrant repair mechanisms in MM progenitors (including the possibility that a Ku 86 variant allows for positional instability at DSBs) may also contribute to the promiscuity of chromosome translocation partners in MM.